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MBM Law Firm: Pittsburgh and Wexford, PA
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At Maiello Brungo & Maiello Attorneys at Law (MBM Law), we have been providing families, businesses, and individuals with high-quality legal advice since 1972.

Headquartered in Pittsburgh, the attorneys at MBM Law strive to provide exceptional legal services to each of our clients and obtain optimal results. We offer comprehensive knowledge in a wide array of practice areas, ranging from real estate transactions and employment contracts to business startups & estate planning.



Contact MBM Law

Best Lawyers in Pittsburgh

MBM Law is a leading Pittsburgh law firm, proudly serving Pennsylvania. Our team of Pennsylvania attorneys provide outstanding legal services for many different areas of the law. We make it a priority to work closely and communicate consistently with our clients to gain a complete understanding of their desired outcomes. To provide the best counsel, our hard-working attorneys work collaboratively with each other to build a well-informed strategy for each case. This ensures that every legal issue is evaluated from different perspectives, that solutions are both practical and timely, and that our clients benefit from favorable results.

At Maiello Brungo & Maiello, our skilled team of attorneys feels privileged to serve a broad spectrum of clients, including public agencies, small businesses, and local individuals. Additionally, we pride ourselves in maintaining long-lasting relationships with many of our clients and working with them over the years to solve any issues that emerge. Nevertheless, we are always excited to work with new clients and explore new opportunities.

Read about the MBM Law Partners recognized as The Best Lawyers in America©



Best Pittsburgh Lawyers

Pennsylvania Legal Practice Areas

The PA attorneys of MBM Law are passionate and eager to consult with individuals, businesses, municipalities, etc. Our Pennsylvania law firm will assist with legal questions in the following practice areas:








	
BUSINESS LAW


	
CONSTRUCTION LAW


	
EDUCATION LAW









	
ESTATE PLANNING


	
EMPLOYMENT LAW


	
HUMAN RESOURCES LAW


	
LITIGATION









	
MUNICIPAL LAW


	
REAL ESTATE LAW


	
TAX ASSESSMENT











Call our Pittsburgh law firm today: (412) 242.4400

Personalized Legal Advice in Pittsburgh, PA

At Maiello Brungo & Maiello, our law firm focuses on providing tailored legal advice and services to businesses and individuals. The depth of knowledge and experience of the attorneys at Maiello Brungo & Maiello not only allows us to provide you with sound legal advice, but also allows us to truly understand your goals. As a result, we are able to exceed our clients’ expectations and instill in them the confidence that their interests will be protected. Every case is given individualized attention catered to fit your unique and individual needs.

Contact MBM Law to get started.
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						Pennsylvania Property Tax Assessments
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						Human Resource Laws and Regulations HR Professionals Should Know in 2024
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						MBM Education Attorneys Present on Furloughs
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Clients Testimonials




	
		
						
🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

Lawrence Maiello has helped us incorporate our businesses, helped us with tax implications as a result of business dealings, given us guidance about upcoming business transactions, provided heads up on new tax laws that have positively impacted our bottom line, provided guidance on several real estate transactions and been a reliable resource for all our legal concerns over several years. I highly recommend Maiello Brungo & Maiello for anyone with a business in Pennsylvania in need of legal guidance. 


Show MoreShow Less

S.M.
Google Review



		

			
	
		
						
Working with John Prorok has helped protect our business and let me focus on other areas, resting easy that we are making the best decisions around purchasing property, navigating tenant agreements, and creating the appropriate business structures.
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Helen Campbell
Founder and CEO - Stories Like Me LLC



		

			
	
		
						
MBM has been a trusted partner and personal advisor to me and my company for 29 years. Their ability to present both advantages and disadvantages during our decision-making process has been invaluable during our rapid growth.
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Mary Crawford
Founder and President - Crawford Consulting



		

			
	
		
						
[MBM Real Estate Attorneys] have provided top-notch corporate legal counsel and guidance in our real estate development. They are diligent, comprehensive, and professional. Also, they are very knowledgeable and have a personal touch to provide the best services to their clients. We were very pleased and feel confident that we’ll be in ‘good hands’ if we should need their services again.
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Errol Abdulla, P.E.
Owner/President - AWK Consulting Engineers, Inc.



		

			
	
		
						
Providing guidance, expertise, and results is the same philosophy MBM Law has demonstrated when working with CHEMWAY.
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Laura Belejchak Ryan
President/CEO - CHEMWAY



		

			
	
		
						
MBM Law has helped us grow for over 15 years. When we were only a small startup, MBM Law drafted our contract terms and conditions and employee agreements to protect our new business. MBM Business Lawyers recently created a change of ownership and customized a comprehensive shareholder agreement to meet the needs of our new partnership.
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Devon McCrossin
Partner - Boomtown Internet Group



		

			
	
		
						
🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

MBM Law has been our corporate counsel and legal business advisor since 2015…Providing crucial information and advice in related areas, such as in HR and COVID-19 matters. John is a very thorough and competent professional who always understands the interest of our company, and I do feel that we are in good hands…the firm has been always very attentive, responsive, and proactive when it comes to dealing with our legal needs. I highly recommend John Prorok and Maiello, Brungo & Maiello as professional and competent full-service law firm. 
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J.B.
Google Review
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MBM Law: A Firm Commitment for Over 50 Years



PITTSBURGH

South Side Works

424 South 27th St., #210

Pittsburgh, PA 15203

 (412) 242.4400

 (412) 242.4377

 info@mbm-law.net






WEXFORD

South Side Works

7500 Brooktree Road, Suite 100

Wexford, PA 15090
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